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Ali Anıl Sınacı:
Throughout this week, I have worked on the extra features of our project. I have investigated the Atom feeds and posting actions in Atom protocol. I have also worked on the preparation of our team presentation and we have prepared our speech and arrange our product functionalities and integrations making ready for the demonstration in the presentation. Next week I am planning to work on the Atom protocol which will be supported by Newsagent. I will also maintain the stability of our server. I will continue to respond my friend’s need as deploying new web services for their new functions.

Goncağül Demirdizên:
Throughout this week, I have mainly studied on our team presentation since we have to present our development progress on Monday. I have prepared the presentation and we have also planned to make a demonstration in the class and we have studied on preparing a video in order to show some features of NewsAgent. Next week, I will study on web module especially I will integrate the login logs and configuration logs to other parts and I will implement the sign up functionality, sending confirmation mail to new users and activate their accounts.

Hilal Karaman:
This week, I have mainly worked on the web module. I have dealt with arrangement of the pages, changed some interface designs and css options in order to make the visualization of our web module better. On the other hand, I have implemented the tree representation of the articles and their follow ups in the web module. Next week, I will continue to deal with the visualization of web module and adjust the transition between the pages. Moreover, I will integrate daily and weekly mailing options functionality by running a cron in order to send e-mails at the end of the day and the week.

Ferhat Şahinkaya:
This week, I have studied on web module and I have tested implemented and integrated functionalities in web module especially in the administration part and make some modifications. On the other hand, I have prepared a video for our presentation with my team partners in order to make a demo in class. Next week, I will implement article search functionality in order to give the user the ability of searching articles according to some different criteria such as date, sender, subject.